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A
n

hypercomplex system over the field of real numbers, with
a topological ring with respect to the topology

base-elements, is

of the n-dimensional Euclidean vector space; i.e. addition and
multiplication are continuous functions with respect to the
topology of the vector space. Hypercomplex systems over the
field of real numbers can be characterized entirely topologically
among other rings as locally compact connected separable topological rings whose additive group does not involve any compact
subgroup besides {0} 1). A single hypercomplex system is usually
characterized by algebraic properties. In what follows several
algebraic properties of hypercomplex systems over the field of
real numbers will be expressed by means of convergence of
infinite sequences.
In 3 the case of hypercomplex systems with division (fields)
is discussed by means of continuous groups.
1.

Let (5 be a hypercomplex system with n base-elements with
respect to the field of real numbers. 6 can be considered as an
n-dimensional Euclidean vector space. In what follows we shall
use the term "neighbourhood" in the sense which is commonly
used for n-dimensional vector spaces.
A sequence {(Xv} of elements of E) will be called convergent to
lim 03B1v ), if every neighbourhood of a contains
03B1, ( ocv - 03B1 or cx
almost all a,. A sequence will be called divergent if it does not
contain any convergent subsequence. In this sense a divergent
sequence is unbounded. Convergence and divergence are, of course,
independent of the base of é.
=

1) N. JACOBSON and 0. TAUSSKY,
U.S.A. 21 (1935), 106-108].
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If £5 is a field (i.e. the system of real or complex numbers or
of quaternions) the product of two divergent sequences is divergent
again. This does not hold if S contains divisors of zero besides
zero. For instance, from the divergence of a sequence {ocv} of
regular elements (i.e. elements which are not divisors of zéro) the
convergence of {OC;l} does not necessarily follow. However the
following converse always holds.
LEMMA 1. If {av} converges to a divisor of zero 2 ) and a.;1 exists
for every v, then {03B1v-1} is divergent.
PROOF. If {03B1v-1} were not divergent it would involve a converThe product
1 would be
gent subsequence

amy - am00FF =

{ocl}.

converging

to

a

divisor of zero, which is

a

contradiction.

2.
Another essential difference between fields and systems which
are not fields is the following : When 6 is a field one can choose
a base WI’ ..., Wn for S such that the elements v
a1wl + ... + a.«).
1
form
a
elements
Â.
while
all
group,
with 03A3af C 1
with 03A3a2
have the property that À" - 0. For the system of real numbers
this special base is W1
1; for the complex numbers W1
1,
for
=
i
the
(i2 = - 1);
W2
quaternions col 1, W2 i, W3 == j,
=

=

=

=

=

=

w4==k (i2==j2:=k2==-1, ii=_ii=:k, jk=-kj=i, ki=--ik=j).
Geometrically interpreted this means that for a special base the
elements on the surface of the n-dimensional unit sphere form a
group, while the powers of its inner points converge to 0. However,
it is always possible to find a sphere with 0 as centre, whose points
property that their powers converge

to 0. We shall
fact
in
prove
general
LEMMA 2. The set A formed by all the elements À such that
À" - 0 is open.
At first we prove
LEMMA 3. There exists a real number e such that the open
sphere S. with radius e and centre 0 contains the product of
any two elements of its boundary.
PROOF. The set of products ocf3, where oc, 03B2 are elements of the
closed sphere of radius 1 and centre 0 is a compact set. It is
therefore contained in a certain sphere of radius P with centre 0.

all have the

a more

Lemma 3 holds for
2)

In this paper the
zero".

zero or

expression "divisor

of zero" will be used for ,,divisor of
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PROOF of LEMMA 2. Let S be the open sphere of radius te
and centre 0, where e is defined in Lemma 3. S has the property
that the powers of all its elements converge to zero. Thus the
existence of a sphere with centre 0 and which belongs to A is
proved. Let À be any element of A which is different from 0.
Since Âe A and S is a neighbourhood of 0, there exists an exponent
m such that ÀmES. From the continuity of multiplication in Q5
it follows that À’mES for all elements À’ of a certain sphere
S(Â) with centre Â. For otherwise there would exist a sequence
Â; of elements with lim Â’ = Â, such that Â’- e S. Since S is open
this contradicts lim Â’m-ES. Hence: if ÂEA, there exists a sphere
S(Â) with centre Â which also belongs to A, i.e. A is open.
LEMMA 4. Let oc be an arbitrary element of (25. There exists a

that {(rex)}n -+0.

real number r such
PROOF. Let S denote the same sphere as in Lemma 2. There
exists a real number r such that rocES. Hence rrxEA.
LEMMA 5. Let oc be a regular element such that {e} does not
is divergent.
diverge. There exists a real number r such
PROOF. Let S denote the same sphere as in Lemma 2. We multiply rx-1 by a real number r’ such that a-1r’ is contained in S.
Vence by Lemma 1 the

that t(roc)"l

sequence {(otr’-’)nl

Then {(ex-1r’)n}-+0.
diverges.

As an application of Lemma 5 we prove
LEMMA 6. The group formed by the regular elements of a
hypercomplex system over the field of real numbers cannot involve
any real commutator except + 13 ).
PROOF. Let o-lfl-lap = a, where a is real and1 a # 1.
Then

We may assume that the sequence {e} --&#x3E; 0. For otherwise
we could consider roc instead of a for a real number r such that
(roc)’ -&#x3E; 0. By Lemma 2 such a number r always exists. We may
further assume that1 a 1 &#x3E; 1. For otherwise we could deal with
the equation fJ-la-locfJ
oc.
From (1) follows
=

Since
a)

{fJ-IOC’nfJ}

is

a

continuous transformation of the sequence

This theorem follows

matrices.

easily

also

by

means

of the

representation

of S

by
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{a.n},

the element

aoc

belongs

can deduce in the
am otE A for m
1, 2,
we

=

to A

Since

again.

way that a2oeeA, and
This contradicts Lemma 5.

same

...

generally:

We shall now investigate the structure of the set A. A is always a subset of the elements oc of norm oc 1, the norm being
defined by the regular representation of 6. For the elements ce
of norm ce
1 form a multiplicative group. Hence: if ce is any
element of norm ce
1, all its powers have this property too,
therefore they cannot converge to zero. If an element is of norm
1 and a real num&#x3E; 1, it is a product of an element of norm
ber &#x3E; 1, therefore its powers diverge. Hence the elements of A
have norm 1. When 6 is a field, i.e. for real or complex numbers
1
or quaternions, the group formed by the elements of norm
is a compact group. Therefore in this case ll coincides with the
set of elements of norm
1. This is, for a particularly chosen
base, the set of inner points of the sphere. However, the compactness of the group of elements of norm 1 is not a necessary
condition for the coincidence of A with the set of elements of
=

=

=

=

=

norm

1.

This is shown by the following .
EXAMPLE 1. Let 6 be the hypercomplex system with two baseelements 1, E, where E2
0. In this case A is the set of all numbers
a + bE, where a, b are real and1 al 1. The boundary of A
in S consists of the two lines + 1 + be. Since norm (a+bB)
a2,,
the set ll coïncides with the set of elements whose norm
1,
1.
and the two lines + 1 + be are the group of elements of norm
We shall mention now a case where A is a proper subset of the
1.
elements of norm
Let
EXAMPLE 2.
6 be the hypercomplex system with two
base-elements 1, y, where y2
1. Another base for this ring is
=

=

=

==

given by
the
this

the elements

relations ei

=

o. An
e2, ele2
ale1 + a2e2, where a,, a2

el,

ring is given by

e2

which
=

=

satisfy

element of
real numbers. As

arbitrary
are

the set A consists of all elements alel + a2e2 with1 aIl, 1 a2 , 1.
The boundary N of A does not form a group, but we can easily
1, 2,
prove that for every element vEN holds : vmEN for m
=

....
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Since

norm

the set A is different from the
the latter is not compact.

,

set of elements of

1,

norm

as

In what follows we shall denote by 9t the radical of 6, by
S/R the ring of residue-classes mod 9î, and by £ the set of
elements of 6 with norm
1, the norm being defined by the
of
regular representation
6/fR 4).

THEOREM I 1. Let 6/ffi be a field. Then the set A of 6 coincides with 8.
THEOREM 12. If 6/ffi is not a field, then A is a proper subset
of )3.
We shall prove this with the help of:
THEOREM II. Let A be the subset of 6/ffi consisting of all
elements X E6/fR such that À" -W. À coincides with the set of
residue-classes of 6 mod 9î defined by the elements of A.
First we shall prove a further Lemma.
Let us choose a fixed base mi , ... , wm for 6.
If oc
by ilall.
a1w1 + ...-)- aco,,, we shall denote
If r is a real number, 11 r a 11=- r 11 oc 11. But only if S is a field,
there exists a base such that the relation’ 1 (t . ,811 === If (t Il . " ,8 Il
=

1

holds for every

pair of elements

oc,

fi.

In this

case 11 a 11 = !norm (X ,n

(n = 1, 2, 4).
LEMMA 7. Let oc,,
an

...,

arbitrary permutation

oc,,, be any elements of 6 and

of 1,

...,

is a fixed real positive number
conditions reqiiired in Lemma 3.
PROOF. Obviously

where 9

As every

sphere
1)
B. L.

of

is

radius

a

point

1

contained in the

e and centre

il, ... , in

n; then

0, the two

which satisfies the

boundary

and

products

For the définition of the radical and its main properties
VAN DER WAERDEN, Moderne Algebra II
[Berlin, 1931].

of the

see

for instance
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are

contained in the

same

sphere and therefore their

différence has an absolute value 2e. From this Lemma 7
follows.
PROOF of THEOREM II. If ÀeA, the residue-class mod
generated by Â obviously belongs to A. We shall prove the converse : Let Â’ be an element such that the residue-class mod ?
generated by Â belongs to A. Then we can prove: Â’n __&#x3E; o@

i.e.

Â’n -+ 0 mod ? implies Â’n _&#x3E; o.
11n --a

m

r n £ ffi and Iim en = o. We choose n = n so large that
"en Il le, where e has the same meaning as in Lemma 3, and
prove that the subsequence {Â’nn} - 0. Let us denote en by a
and rn by r. Since rE 91, there exists an integer z such that the
ideal (r)z
(0). We shall now prove
where

=

We

can

where

write

was

According

defined such that

to Lemma 7

(r)z

=

0 and
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where

P (n)

is

a

polynomial

in

n.

Since

In order to prove that

we

use

the fact that

Therefore

Hence every term of this

finite sum

tends to

zero.

Let 6jffi be a field. 6/ffi is also
a hypercomplex
system over the field of real numbers and
as already mentioned above - for fields A
£, where 2
is the set of elements of 6jffi. generated by the elements of 25).
By theorem II it follows that A 2.
PROOF of THEOREM 1 2. 6/ffi. has no radical. Since it is not a
field, it must therefore involve an idempotent element e # 1,
where 1 is the unit element of 6jffi. e cannot be an element of
Il, and no real multiple r e, where1 r 1 &#x3E; 1, can belong to A.
However, since e is a divisor of zero, its norm = 0 and hence
every real multiple of e belongs to 2. Hence A C 2. By Theorem
II follows:
PROOF of THEOREM 1 1.

=

-

=

The two special rings mentionned above are examples for
Theorem 1 1 and Theorem 1 2. The first is a ring which is a field
modulo its radical. The radical consists namely of all real multiples of £, and the ring of residue-classes is isomorphic with the
field of real numbers. The open interval ( - 1, 1) generates the
classes of/1. Therefore ll consists of the open strip ( - 1 + be, 1 + be),
where b is arbitrary real.
The second ring has no radical and
two idempotent elements besides 1.
THEOREM III. Every element v of the boundary N of ll has
the property that vk E N for every k&#x3E; 0. If v has an inverse v-1,
then either V-l E N or v-k is divergent. If an element v’ has
the property that its powers {v’k} are neither divergent nor
convergent to 0, it must be contained in N.
PROOF. Let v be an element of N and k a positive integer. We
shall prove : vk is a limit of elements of A, but does not belong
-

é /lil,

it is obvious that every element
5) As 2 is defined by the representation of
which is contained in a class ouf 7-1 belongs to 2.
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A, whence it will follow: vk E N. Since v = lim Â.i, where
Âi A, it follows that Vk lim À.. Àf/ is contained in A again,

to

E

=

i-+oo

but

not

lim À§
i -&#x3E; ao

=

( lim Âi)k.

For

otherwise

(

lim

À§ )"

--&#x3E;

0

i- o0

t2013&#x3E;-QO

(n=1, 2,...). Hence (lim À,)k" - o and lim À, eA, which contradicts the assumption.
If v-1 exists we consider v-1 as lim rnv-l, where rn are real numbers
does not diverge, the sequence rnv-1
1, lim rn = 1. If
is contained in A, and its limit, namely v-1 is not contained in A,
for otherwise by Lemma 1 the powers of v would diverge. - The
third part of Theorem III is nearly obvious. If the sequence
{pk} is bounded, the element rv belongs to A for every real number
1 ri1 1. Hence v lim rnv, where 0 rn 1 and rn -&#x3E; 1 and rnv E A.
As a special result of Theorem III every compact subgroup
which is contained in the multiplicative group of regular
=

elements of

Q5, is contained in N.
3.

This part deals with hypercomplex systems which are fields.
The classical result in this case is the theorem of Frobenius:
The real and complex numbers and quaternions are the only
fields which are hypercomplex systems over the field of real
numbers. This theorem can be deduced from the following theorem
on continuous groups which has been proved by E. Cartan 6):
The n-dimensional Euclidean sphere is a group space only for
n
0, 1, 3. From this it follows that: if a hypercomplex system (B
with n base-elements with respect to the field of real numbers
is a field, n must be one of the numbers 1, 2, 4. For let 6 be a
field. Its multiplicative group M contains the positive real numbers as a self conjugate subgroup (this follows from the definition
of hypercomplex systems). The quotientgroup with respect to
this subgroup is a topological group and on the other side a
topological image of the (n-1 )-dimensional unit sphere, since
the elements of the latter are in a continuous one-one-correspondance with the half-lines from the origin. Hence the
sphere is a topological group, although its elements need not
form a group in M. Hence n - 1 = 0, 1, 3. From this the
theorem of Frobenius follows easily. In these three cases the
multiplicative group M is furthermore the direct product of the
=

6) This
181-225].

result follows from E. CARTAN

[Annales

Soc. Polonaise Math. 8

(1930),
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group formed by the elements of the unit sphere and the group of
positive real numbers. The latter is a one-dimensional vector
group. Since M is locally compact, connected (for n &#x3E; 2), separable and the direct product of a compact group and a vector
group, it is a simple example of a type of groups ivhich has been

investigated recently 7).
1 wish to express my gratitude to Mr.B. H. Neumann for making
constructive criticism to this paper, especially for suggesting
the use of Lemma 3 and Lemma 7 for the proof of Theorem II.
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